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Mystic Museum of Art 

"Riverside Arts Center"

Formerly known as the Mystic Arts Center, the Mystic Museum of Art is a

beautiful art gallery overlooking the Mystic River. It provides a base for

upcoming artists to showcase their works. From paintings, photography,

to fine arts, excellent works of art are on display here. Besides an art

gallery it also functions as a wedding venue. The center also conducts art

classes for children and adults alike. In these classes, students are taught

the basics of painting, photography and drawing. Drop by to see works by

talented artists or enroll in one of the classes to know more about art.

 +1 860 536 7601  www.mysticarts.org/  info@mysticarts.org  9 Water Street, Mystic CT
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The Gallery at Lighthouse 

"Artistic Strokes"

The beautiful sculptures and paintings catch your attention, as you enter

The Gallery at Lighthouse. Situated within the Groton Shopping Plaza, this

450 square-foot (42 square-meter) store stocks some of the most

beautiful art pieces. Aiming to promote contemporary art, this gallery

welcomes known and unknown artists to display their art work.

 +1 860 445 7626  chrisrose@lighthousevocedcenter.co

m

 744 Long Hill Road, Groton Shopping

Plaza, Groton CT
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Hygienic Art Galleries 

"Arty Facts"

Hygienic Art Galleries & Art Park's aim is to provide a platform for new as

well as established and resident artists. The present location at Bank

Street earlier housed Hygienic Restaurant, which shut in 1985. After a lot

of community activism, the historic building that was scheduled to be

demolished, was saved. Finally, the same opened in the year 2000 and

stands as a testimony of successful community development projects and

amazing venue for arts. An extended gallery of Hygienic Art called the

Carriage House on 35 Golden Street, also showcases some interesting

artwork.

 +1 860 443 8001  www.hygienic.org/  gallery@hygienic.org  83 Bank Street, New London

CT
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